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A vacation ruined by a suspicious death. A mystery no one seems willing to solve. Rachael and
Pippa are the only ones who can save the resortâ€¦in more ways than one.Rachael is a
distinguished pastry chef with a knack for solving murders. When she goes on vacation to escape
both, things go awry when the body of the resortâ€™s executive chef washes up on shore. If she
canâ€™t solve this murder quickly, her best friend Pippa may pay the price.Rest, Relaxation and
Murder is part of the Bakery Detectives Cozy Mystery series. If you like fast paced mysteries full of
quirky characters and unexpected twists, youâ€™re gonna love Rest, Relaxation and Murder.Buy
Rest, Relaxation and Murder and start solving your next mystery today!The Bakery Detectives Cozy
Mystery SeriesEach book in the series is a stand-alone story, but your enjoyment of each story will
be increased if you read them all.* Book 1: A Pie to Die For* Book 2: Donuts, Antiques and Murder*
Book 3: Death by Chocolate Cake* Book 4: Rest, Relaxation and Murder* Book 5: Til a Death Do
Us Part* Book 6: The Mud Pie MurderessAlways FREE on Kindle Unlimited
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Friends and coworkers, Rachael and Pippa, go on vacation to a resort. The chef is killed on their

first day there, leaving no cooks. So, Rachael has to cook and try to figure out who killed the chef.
The rent-a-cops in the area don't know how to solve a murder either. There are many suspects and
no help. They are both still wishy-washy; Pippa more so. One minute she's in one mindset and then
the opposite. I like the mysteries, but dialogue can be pretty iffy and reasoning is basically
nonexistent. I mean they go to the resort and no one knows how to do their job from the backup
chefs to the rangers. Rachel and Pippa are working on the case, providing the food service, and still
do resort things like kayaking.

Can a few days away on a â€œgirls onlyâ€• retreat be good for Rachael Robinson and her newly
married best friend, Pippa McDonald? Not when you have to deal with your town flooding as you are
trying to leave.After arriving at the resort and finding out that the chef is missing and possibly dead,
Rachael has to prepare food for all the other guests and solve the disappearance. So much for
relaxation. Rachael was able to mentor the sous chef, Vicki and Aaron. Neither of which really have
had any training, so the food being served is a mystery.Will Rachael and Pippa get any sleep and
real food on this vacation? Will they solve the disappearance of Chef Ann?This series improves with
each book!

Book 4 in this series is absolutely fantastic!! I really love this entire series of books by this author.
Such good creative writing!! I don't ever go into a lot of detail about the book because I don't want
any spoilers to slip out and ruin it for people who haven't had the chance to read this book yet, but
with that being said, I will say this book is definitely worth reading!! I was completely surprised at the
end to see who the killer actually was!! Can't wait for #5 to come out.

Rachel is a chef working as a baker who really wants to be a P. I. . Pippa works with Rachel in the
bakery. Zany adventure await these two whether at home or on vacation. Taking a retreat they
encounter a death the first day. Rachel identifies several suspects. But first she has to start cooking
the meals, some vacation. A cute short story. For those who like lighthearted mystery. I received
this book free in exchange for an honest review.

Vacation and murder... why not? Rachel and Pippa go on vacation to get away from the dreary
weather and murder only to find another dead body. With a couple mix ups and a lot of thought they
have to find the killer and catch them in time.

i got this as an ARC for an honest review and I have to admit that Stacey has done a remarkable
job! I love the continuity of each of the books with Rachel and Pippa! You begin to feel like you know
them and that they could be your friends. The many exploits that they have is amazing and fun to go
along on. Poor Rachel - here she is taking Pippa on a "vacation" which Pippa has dubbed "NO MEN
ALLOWED" and the first thing that Rachel notices is a handsome young man and would like to get
to know him better. Everyone is in the dining hall waiting for the evening meal which looks like it is
NOT going to be coming. So Rachel being a woman of action goes to find out what is happening.
She doesn't understand the conversation she hears but soon realizes that there is not going to be a
meal. The next morning the same thing happens - no food - what is going on? One thing leads to
another and the next thing you know is there is a dead body found on the lake and Rachel's young
man interest is the one who found the body. I had my thoughts as to who it was that murdered Chef
Ann, but, was I surprised. Even Jackson isn't left out. You will love this book - it is just long enough
to get your interest and keep you wanting more about Rachel and Pippa and their many escapades.
Hope to read the next installment soon! Thank you again Stacey!

Stacey has done it again...another good mystery. Who done it will keep you guessing until the very
end. I have read several of Stacey's books, and I look forward to reading all of her books, you will
too.

Racheal and Pippa are together again. This time they find themselves wanting to take a vacation
from their daily lives. However, will her vacation really be a vacation? When the body of the resorts
chef is found floating in the lake, Racheal and Pippa realize that they need to find the killer or risk
one of their lives.I love this series of cozy mysteries. Racheal and Pippa are very easy to relate. You
find yourself wanting to go and help them solve the mystery and have fun. For some reason
problems seem to find them. Stacey Alabaster has written a fun, relaxing but suspenseful cozy with
twists and turns that you are not ready prepared for. Just when you think you have it figured out,
another twist. I love following these two amateur detectives. I was given a copy from the publisher in
exchange for my honest review.
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